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What neurons of the brain are involved in voluntary actions and how

- are they involved? Everts ( ) discovered patterns of activity of

pyramidal neurons characteristic of sleep, paradoxical sleep, waking,

and activity. Can observations of this type be extended to permit an

- understanding of differences in pattern in these and other neural . .

"systems which occur while a neuron is involved in an ongoing voluntary'

• act? Preliminary experiments reported here suggest, that we will be:

'.; able to make the' appropriate observations."' - •;••=.'• ,.' -j - ' • " ' . • -: • " ;

-.•-. ,. Because, the neurons involved in any particular pattern of voluntary"

.. behavior might be hard to find in the" course of normal microelectrode

V explorations, a method was adopted, to circumvent the difficulty. To

'assure that a neuron under study would be involved in the final volun--

-. . tary pattern, a neural.discharge pattern itself, rather than an overt ;
• - , " " " " ' ' . • ' ' ' . ' •

; .-. configuration was chosen as the operant response to be used in operant--

• ••'. behavior tests. In other words, a pattern' of "unit" responses was. v ' •

' •:' chosen as the "behavior" to be reinforced. /. . '

'•\.:\•'• • •' Under these, circumstances, if neurons at a recording site could ". .; •

•'..•'participate in a voluntary .pattern, either by relation to motor effects, .'

'or by relation to autocontrollable. sens'ory. inputs (i.e. to orientable '

•'* ..stimulation, or proprioceptive feedback) then some behavior would be •

"shaped" by these procedures whose performance involved an increment

': -in the pace of a neuron under study. ' .• , . • .

• . The questions that could then be asked concerned (l) the differences

in firing pattern as between "voluntary" and "involuntary" bursts of dis-

charges of the neuron, (2) coneommittent variation in neighboring



neurons, (3) changes in dê ee of voluntary control attainable contingent

•' .on variation in peripheral stimulation, (4) the relative difficulty in-

' • ' . volved in bringing neurons of different anatomical structures under

• • voluntary control depending on their involvement in sensory or motor

' . .systetas or other systems, (5) the particular voluntary behavior patterns

' .. that tended to be associated with the voluntary control of neural patterns

• • in particular brain areas.-. ' , . . ' • • ' • • ' • . : ,' ' • • '

METHOD

- :'•"•• In these'experiments,-patterns of neural activity were recorded from

:: . the brain, during periods of "quiet-'waking" by,-.menas-.of implanted micro- '>.••
: . . • • .-.__,>••:-.•.',•",-•'' ' : ' • • • . ; . . . - . . ' ; : ' • .-.-'' : .' '-.
'.-. electrodes. Patterns which occurred rarely at the outset were "conditioned"

;••..,"-•. to occur more .frequently by methods of operant'conditioning. Aftervrards,

:'; 'these conditioned brain responses were brought under'control of "dis- ' .

...... criminative" stimuli so that periods of operant neural behavior could be .

•".''• '• alternated with control periods at the trill of the experimenter. This

.'.. .-. permitted observation of the neural and behavioral concomitants of these

• neural responses when they occurred as components of voluntary behaviors.

•-.";• .The neural concomitants were recorded simultaneously from other implanted

: microelectrodes,'some nearby in the same structure, other farther away

• .' • in the brain; behavioral concomitants were recorded cinernat©graphically.

• - The method also permitted observation of .pattern..differences between the

•activity of iVturons in the "random" state and activity of the same neurons

in the "operant" state. The methods used have been described in more '

detail in a previous paper (Olds 1965). . ' • . >



• A.-.. Preparation ".-.. '. •' .-.•''

; • 1. -Kichrome wires of 67 microns diameter with formvar insulation

of about 10 microns thickness "were used as microelectrodes.. The vires

were insulated afc the factory (Driver-Harris .Ĉ -m̂ .'̂ v"arrison, New

Jersey or Johnson-Matthey Co., Ltd., 73-83 Halton Garden, London, E Cl,

England) and cut with scissors. The cut cross section of the" tip was

the uninsulated portion of the probe. • . ' ' _ - : • ' • • '

• ;• • 2. Microelectrodes' were implanted in ventral raidbrain, aimed at '

pons, and in dorsal forebrain, aimed at hippocampus, and in other parts

of brain for special tests. Stereotactic guidance was used to lower

each probe to its target area, and eleetrophysiological guidance was . • '

then used to bring it into a region of recordable neural activity.

Recurrent negative spikes.of constant amplitude (200 to 500 }iv) with

signal to noise ratio of more'_ than 2 to 1, and with duration of .0.2

to .0.7 msec..were .taken to be single unit responses if they were de-

pendent on movement of the microelectrodes in a.10 to.100 micron range.

If one or several unit responses in the.target area were recordable for

a 15 min. period, the probe was fixed.to the skull by means of acrylic.

A screw:which had been placed in the skull' previously, and a Z bend

previously placed in the microelectrode wire helped to hold the acrylic

to the skull and the wire to the acrylic. Four to nine microelectrodes

were placed in each rat.. These plus a larger, uninsulated ground elec-

trode which was also planted in.the brain were attached to a.10 contact

plug which VPS also fixed to the skull with acrylic.'. '.; :

3- A test for stable recording was made 1 to 2.weeks after surgery.

A 12 inch, ten-lead cord of microdot cable ras fixed at its lower end to

vr.v .''3;.-'"



the 10 contact plug. At the upper end it was fixed to a 10 wire swivel

commutator which was mounted on a counterbalanced arm. High-impedance,

solid-state preamplifiers were also mounted on the counterbalanced arm.

The animal was placed in a cylindrical plastic cog<=* which was 10 to 15

inches in diameter and 11 inches high; the counterbalanced arm was

mounted above. The animal was relatively free to move around.

All probes were tested to find whether unit responses were still

recordable. If unit responses were observed in recordings from a

given probe a week after surgery they were usually recordable in-

definitely.

B. Training. This was begun about two weeks after surgery.

1. Pretraining: a subject was trained continuously for about

4 days in a movement detecting, feeding cage to remain reiatp>vc-Î v ..;'••

motionless in order to obtain food, and to go rapidly to eat when a

pellet dispenser discharged, making a characteristic noise.

2. Setting of unit discriminators: the pm-iw.g.1 was then trans-

ferred again to the plastic recording cage vlth cable, commutator,

and counterbalanced arm. One of the unit responses or a set of ' '

indiscriminable unit responses recorded from a single probe was chosen

for conditioning. The original choice was made by visual inspection

of many "stopped" traces on the cathode ray tube of a storage oscillo-

scope.

A simple pattern recognitiin device was then set to respond when-

ever one of the chosen action potentials occurred. The device could

be set to respond to the action potentials of one neuron if the response

was large and well differentiated. More often, however, it was set to



respond to several of the unit responses recorded from the same probe.

These were then grouped together for the purposes of the ensuing

experiment. The criteria for recognition were (l) minimum amplitude,

(2) maximum amplitude, (3) minimum "fall" time, and (4) maximum fall :

time. These criteria were specified by setting 4 potentiometers. The

settings were adjusted repeatedly until almost all identified events

were clearly within the chosen unit response class by visual inspection

and almost all rejected events were clearly outside the chosen class.

Thereafter the response of the pattern recognition device was taken as "

the definition of an occurrence of a unit response. When compared with

human judgments of photographed wave forms, the pattern recognition

device "correctly" identified about 9 of 10 unit responses and mis-

identified about 1 of 100 interfering patterns, particularly those

emanating from the muscles of the head. Because the unit responses

•were typically firing at rates in the 10/sec range and head muscle

artifacts during jaw movements were at a rate of 1000/sec, the 1 out

of each 100 which were counted as units constituted a substantial

source of interference. ' . .

For this reason, the whole e:-cperiment \ra.s conducted during those

periods when there was no detectable movement or muscle activity.

Movement of the animal, and muscle activity from jaws and head were

detected directly by- 3 detectors, 2 mechanical and one electrical.

Electrical pulses from any one of these caused the analysers and the

recorders to be blocked during the movement and for a period of 2 sec

thereafter. Thus all recordings were made during artifact-free periods.

L:>ng-run records were made from the neurons by counting each pulse



which met the amplitude and time-constant criteria of the primary

pattern recognizer. An electronic counter was used to count all the

spikes of one class; it was set to readout, reset and start again each

tine it reached a predetermined number. Each !r;uch readout made a spike

on a moving paper record. The predetermined number was chosen on the

basis of convenience between 2 and 12? with a view to obtaining a

record with the maximum of detail compatible with a clear separation

of spikes. The paper moved at 2 cm/min. As mentioned previously,

both movement of the recording paper and counting of spikes were stopped

automatically by an electronic gate whenever detectable movement of the

animal occurred or when interfering muscle activity reached a criteria!

level.

3. Setting of the "burst!' discriminator; a secondary pattern
\

recognition system was set to respond electrically whenever, during an

artifact free period, a particularly high frequency of the chosen unit

responses occurred. The frequency chosen was so high that it occurred

by chance only once every 5 to 15 minutes during the first several
i-«<tf/i»/x-

hours of According* The electrical response of this secondary pattern

recognizer was used to trigger an event marking pen which recorded its

occurrence. During conditioning periods, this response also triggered

the food magazine or the application of a reinforcement stimulus.

k. Reinforcement training: during the first day, the burst dis-

criminator was continuously coupled to the pellet dispenser and each of

the high frequency patterns which occured during an artifact free period

caused a 5^ Eig pellet to be presented to the animal. The high .'frequency



burst discharged a pellet only if it started at least 2 sec after the

last movement or artifact and providing there was a 100 msec period

of artifact free recording after the completion of the burst. This

latter requirement was enforced by a delay of reinforcement device

which permitted cancellation of reinforcement if artifact occurred

during the delay interval.

5. "Discrimination" training: during the second and all following

days of conditioning, 2 min periods of acquisition were alternated with

8 tain periods of extinction. The onset of each acquisition period vas

signaled by a stimulus change which -./as ordinarily sustained for the

whole 2 min acquisition period. In these cases, the beginning of each

extinction period vas signaled by a reversal of the stimulus change.

In special tests, only the onset of the acquisition period was signaled;
V

the only indication of the onset of extinction in these cases was' the

failure of reinforcement.

During acquisition periods the secondary pattern discriminator vas

coupled to the feeder or to a brain stimulator so that each high frequency

burst vas reinforced either ~vy a pellet or by a -^ sec train of brain

stimulation (30 microamperes, 60 cps, sine wave) in hypothalasms which

had been shown in pretests to have positively reinforcing value. Food
?̂,£,J7- .*-.r~-S

reward and a sustained acquisition ag&feer were always Sised for the first

several days of conditioning and the onset-only marker or the brain

stimulus reward were introduced only for special tests after completion

of training.

Training was considered to be complete when the animal showed clear

and regular discrimination of the acquisition signal by a stable augmen-
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tation in rate of the chosen unit pattern during each acquisition period.

C. Recordings

In addition to recordings from the unit responses chosen for con-

ditioning, one to three control unit responses were simultaneously re-

corded and discriminated by means of other discriminators utilizing
\

sometimes other brain probes, sometimes the sane brain probe. These

units were also counted electronically wid marked in convenient multiples

on separate channels of the moving record.

D. Histological analysis

After experiments -were completed, brains uere cut in 50 aicron

sections. Every other section was saved and mounted; from these, two.

series were prepared, one stained with Weil stain and the other with

cresyl-violet. This permitted precise determination of the electrode

t&ack and estimation of the locus of the recording tip. An unusually

high proportion of probes fell in or near their target. This was probably

due to the clearly recognizeable response patterns which often characterized

different brain regions when the large fine wire microelectrodes were used.

The characteristic responses served to assist the experimenter in horning

on target structures during the neurophysiologically guided phase of 3£&e

implantation procedures.

RESULTS

A. Histological findings

The hippocampal probes were found to be in the ridge of pyramidal

neurones in the hippocampal gyrus (see figure ). The pontine probes . ,

3



i/ere just posterior and ventral to the interpedunculear nucleus. Some

•were placed medially in the pontine gray, others were placed one to

three millimeters away from the niidline.

B. The recordings

1. The spike patterns: in the recordings there ware repeating

single and multiple-spike patterns (see figure .3). Action potentials

of constant amplitude and large signal ^o noise ratio were common.

Often several of these were observed in recordings from a single probe.

A multi-spike pattern which was particularly frequent when probes were

in hippocampus had the form of a decrecendo of 3 to T spikes each one

about 2/3 of its predecessor in amplitude; the interspike interval

within such a group was relatively brief and constant, giving the

impression that despite the amplitude differences, the series of spikes
\

represeaied a repetitive discharge from a single element. If single
x

or multi-spike patterns were observed in recordings made a week after

implantation they usually recurred indefinitely over the 2 week to

3 month period of an experiment. In response to the question of whether

these long duration recording were made from the self-same neurons,

the answer is that in some cases it appeared that identical responses

from the same elements were recorded for the whole period. In these

cases, not only v?as the amplitude relatively stable, but also the

relative sizes of several soikes, or the signal to noise ratio, or

the pattern of a decrecendo burst would remain relatively constant over

the whole period. Other times gradual changes occurred suggesting a

modification of tissues or movement or erosion of the probe; even in

these cases it often appeared possible to follow a given unitary response

for several weeks through the course of such a change with the conviction

that despite the change in amplitude or template this was still the

Q



"sane" response.

2. The long run variability. The unit discriminator was usually

set to respond to any member of a group of units rather than to a

single unit. However, there were often two non-overlapping groups of

units counted separately from the same probe in order to study cor

relations among proximal groups of neurons. The paper speed of

2 cm/min (i.e. 3 sec/mm) set limits on t)i>- analysis reported here.

When the analysis system was set to read out at rates appreciably

higher than one per second, the detailed record disappeared. Thus

gross but not fine changes in rate were observed. The highest sustained

rates of the chosen response or response class determined the actual

settings of the counting devices. When several units were counted

together, rates were often very high and a correspondingly high counter

setting was used; when a single unit was counted rates were often very

low and the counter was set to read out at some relatively low number.

Whatever the setting, the counter upon reaching this number would make

a mark on the moving record, and then reset and start counting again

within a \ msec interval.

The most striking aspect of the records so formed was that all

discriminators at one time or another exhibited rate changes that had

the appearance of waves with 10 .to 20 minute periodicity; for several

unit groups in the same animal, these waves were to some degree syn-

chronized. The waves had the' form of a gradual crescendo of readout

rate up to a maximum flhllowed by a relatively abrupt slowing. Because

the 10 to 20 minute periodicity was similar to that recently reported

for rat sleep-cycles by Roldan, Weiss & Fifkova (19̂ 3) it is appealing ,
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to suppose that these were waves of sleep and waking, and that the waking

occurred at the point of abrupt slowing. Slow wave records were not made

however and it is therefore not possible to offer direct evidence in

behalf of this supposition.

Besides these 10 to 20 minute cycles, there were longer run changes

which are so far unexplained. When the average response rates for a

given discriminator for different 10 rain periods were compared it was

not unusual for these to vary by a factor of 2 or more during a period

of several hours; sometimes there was even a five-fold variation. Four

hippocanpal probes in one animal showed respective variability of 25 to

140, hO to 90, 10 to 40, and 30 to 150 responses per minute for the "

series of 10 min intervals in a six hour period (see figure ). One

pons unit responded at average rates varying from 20 to 100 responses
\

per minute during the 48 ten minute intervals of one eight hour ex6
\

tinction period (see figures).

Several discriminators responding to different groups of neurons

recorded from the same probe or from other probes in the same structure

often gave evidence of a positive correlation among these long run

changes of rate. Correlations appeared to be higher within structures'

than between structures and to be positively related to anatomical

proximity of the two groups of neurons, negative correlations of these

gross changes were not observed frequently; this was particularly true

prioi- to conditioning. Because two negatively ŝlated neurons could

occur during alternating small time intervals it was not impossible for

11



such neurons to appear positively correlated when rates were averaged

over periods of several minutes. It is only : these longer run averages

which are presented in the present report and this may account for a

predominance of positive correlations. Later analyses in more detail

may reveal a larger number of negative relations.

3- Classical Pavlovian conditioning? During operant conditioning
»

experiments, the long run variability of neuron responses (analysed

grossly by averaging over several minute periods) was regularly brought

under some control so that response rates for the series of 2 rain

acquisition periods were often systematically different from response

rates during the interspersed series of 8 rain extinction periods.

During the early phases of discrimination training, these controlled

changes of rate followed an unexpected course that seemed better in-

terpreted in terms of Pavlovian conditioning than in terms of operant

conditioning. This 2as particularly true in the caseNof certain

hippocampal unit responses. In these cases, before the "conditioned"

•unit response pattern shoved any evidence of discrimination, one of

the other "control" patterns would present clear evidence that a dis- '

crimination already existed (see figure £). The animal however still

made the "operant" unit -response on a chance basis and by the same

token the animal still earned reinforcements on a. chance basis. One

might say that the animal already knew what to expect but did not yet

know what to do. In some cases, during these early phases of con-

ditioning the animal actually made fever of the operant responses during

acquisition than during extinction periods. If this happened repeatedly

when the animal vas hungry and if the difference was stable and signi-

12



fleant, it was assumed that the unit responses had an a priori negative

relation to some aspect of the acquisition period, being depressed by

the visual signal or by the expectancy or immediacy of food or by

sinilar causes unknown. Even in such eases, there was often a full

reversal during the later phases of training PO that a stable difference

in favor of the acquisition period occurred.

Because these "classically conditioned" changes in rate of the

experimental neurons or other neurons were observed mainly with the

hippocatnpal neurons and not in experiments on pontine neurons it is

possible to suppose that they derived from some unconditioned or

previously established relation between hippocatnpal neuron activity

and the hunger drive and food rewards which were used to shape operant

behavior in these eicperiments.

4. Operant conditioning: when this kind of conditioning was

successful, the operant response (which .̂-•as a relatively high frequency

response of the chosen unit group sustained over a •£• sec period) oc-

curred far more frequently during the acquisition periods than during

the corresponding extinction periods. ¥hile this could occur without •

any overall shift in response rate (by alternation of very high frequency

intervals with silent intervals) it was ordinarily associated with a

clear increment in the rate of the chosen unit responses during the

acquisition periods.

The criteria! high frequency response often underwent an almost

all or nothing change as between acquisition and extinction. That is,

there would be no sustained frequencies high enough to meet criterion

during extinction periods, even though these would occur often during

acquisition. At other times these high frequency responses would



occur in acquisition and extinction periods but would occur with con-

siderably greater frequency during acquisition. In either case it

•was common for the background unit response rate to undergo a sizeable

increment in rate during acquisition usually amounting to at least a

doubling (see figures 1, 8 & 9 & Table l). Sometimes rates went up

even 5 or 10 fold during acquisition periods and very rarely the units

would be almost silent during extinction periods.

5- Covariation: in the cases of successful conditioning, it -was

the rule for other unit groups to show clear covariation or clear in-

verse variation whenever the acquisition or extinction changes occurred.

While the degree and sign of the correlation changed depending on .v-he

anatomical proximity of neuron groups and depending on other unknown

factors, it was a rare occurrence for a relative absence of correlation

to obtain between two groups of neural responses, particularly insofar

as the changes caused by conditioning were concerned^

In the case of pontine probes, all the other units recorded from

pons showed clearcut positive or negative changes as between acquisition

and extinction as soon as one group was conditioned to the point vhere•

it exhibited a clear discriminative response. This seemed to indicate

that in conditioning one pontine neural group, the procedures actually

conditioned all of them. Most pontine units were faster in acquisition

periods and slowed in extinction, thereby following the changes of the

conditioned units. In two cases, however, a medial lateral distinction

occurred; a lateral unit group was conditioned and other lateral units

followed its accelerations and decelerations; medial neurones in these

cases, however, exhibited inverse variation. In another experiment,

a control unit group in anterior lateral hypothalamus was uncorrelated

with a conditioned group in ponsj in this case there vas neither



positive nor negative coi-relation.

The picture with hippocampal neurons was somewhat different. In

these cases also the conditioned change in response rate of the chosen

units had vide spread ramifications. More units showed positive corre-

lation with the conditioned neuron group than negative. However,

independence of two neuron groups within the hippocampus appeared

possible (see figure^1), and negative correlation between the experi-

mental units and closely neighboring units occurred even when more

distant neurons were positively correlated.
a

One interesting observation in^hippocampal experiments was an

apparent change in correlation pattern which accompanied conditioning.

The unit groups involved had seemed positively correlated when 10 min

intervals were used as a basis for comparison prior to conditioning. *

Later one was chosen as the experimental group and its rate was greatly

augmented during 2 minute acquisition periods after training was complete.

At this point, the other group was a control set and its rate was greatly

depressed in acquisition. '' *

6. Interspike intervals. When the highcriterial rates of the

experimental unit (which constituted the operant response) occurred

during extinction periods after conditioning was complete, they seemed

to have a different pattern from that exhibited during the more "purpose-

ful" responding of acquisition. Extinction responses seemed to be

constituted by one or several very fast bursts of the kind which Evarts

found to characterize pyramidal neurons during sleep. There were brief

and regular interspike Intervals within these bursts and relatively

long silent periods between them (see figure/0). Acquisition responses

on the other hand seemed to be more often composed of interspike inter-

vals which were not so regular or so brief; and the longer silent

15



periods which intervened between the bursts in extinction did not

appear so often in the course of acquisition responses It was not

clear that these differences were real; and if real it was not clear

•whether they characterised the whole series of responses in acquisition

and extinction or only those responses which made up the successful

high frequency patterns.

In the case of one hippocampal neuron group interspike interval

histograms were plotted from photographic records of successful high

frequency bursts. The histograms did not show any significant difference

between acquisition and extinction bursts even though the photographs
(Ĵ fan}

had seemed to indicate that such a difference existed. When a similar

set of histograms was plotted for a conditioned pons unit, the ex-

pected difference did appeâ . Extinction bursts had more very short

and very long intervals; acquisition bursts had more of in-between
\

duration.
x

T- Special tfsts. Tests for the validity of the operant con-

ditioning were made by (a) changing the discriminative c.s. to find

whether these were responses to the acquisition signal, (b) changing

the reward to test for an a priori relation of the unit response to

the expectancy of food, (c) radically changing the visual surroundings,

and (d) radically changing the drive level to test for a dependency of

tho conditioned response oa orientable aspects of the external or

internal exrviromnent .

a. Discrimination evidenced in the behavior of the experimental

neurons was not greatly impaired by modification of the acquisition

signal. Even when this was changed from a light sustained for the

whole acquisition period to a bell at the onset only, operant behavior

16



continued to show a marked change at the beginning and shortly after
/"-4-e-c. >- /?.-=/ 3 S- I<S- )

the end of the acquisition periocL This appeared to indicate that

the pattern involved was not an unconditioned response to the original

signal. Moreover, when the unit behavior was extinguished quickly

without any extinction signal, it appeared from the record of responses

that a definite operant behavior pattern was tried several times and

then stopped altogether. This suggested that the operant response

might be quite a definite act from the animal's point of view even

though it required no overt behavior. Hot too much should be made of

the absence of an extinction signal, however, as the animal still had

the cessation of pellet discharges and pellet-dispenser noises to go

by. Even though these occurred after the responses, they still could

influence much of the behavior because what was after one response was

before the next.

These on-only signal tests accentuated one aspect of the unit

behavior which regularly occurred after successful conditioning. When

the hungry animal was confronted by the sudden onset of extinction

there was a sudden rapid succession of responses prior to cessation.

In this burst of operant responding at the onset of extinction, the unit

behavior paralleled the well known burst of overt operant responding

whi-A occurs at such a point.

b. When animals were shifted from food reinforcement to brain

stimulus reward, this often resulted in a relapse to undifferentiated

unit behavior. Then during the course of a single day, conditioning

would recur. During such a period of reconditioning with a hippo-

campal unit probe an interesting series of changes took place which

might be considered a foreshortened version of the .changes that

occurred during the original course of conditioning. For the conditioned

17



unit, rates not only rose during successive acquisition periods but

also declined during successive extinction periods. For a control

unit, rates first stayed at initial levels for both acquisition and

extinction periods, then a brief discrimination appeared, the control

units following the experimental ones, becoming accelerated during

acquisition. Finally the response rate of the control units fell

sharply and there was again no discrimination evidenced in their

behavior but now they were responding at a rate considerably below

their initial level.

c. Major modification of the visual stimulus environment had

a debilitating influence on the unit behavior. In these tests the

cage doors were opened and photo-flood lights were used to illumi-

nate the whole area for cinematigraphic recordings. Direct obser-

vation of the animal before and during these photo-flood tests made

it clear that the animal was "trying" to get pellets in roughly the

same way after the major change in visual environment. Nevertheless

these efforts were not nearly so effective. The animal made fewer

operant responses during acquisition tests; and the unit behavior

showed less evidence of discrimination between acquisition and

extinction. These tests lasted only for short periods and therefore

>.:; --/as not clear whether the changes would have been gradually erased

after continued training in the brightened environment. In spite of

the poor performance there was still some evidence of discrimination

in the brightly lighted environment. M,reaver come of the poor per-

formance may have been due to a general reduction in hunger produced

by the -..Terming effect of the flood lights.

18



d. A surprising but in retrospect predictable result was the

very great influence of the drive state even when the animal was

responding for a brain rei-Tard whose reinforcing value in other tests

appeared to be unaffected by such drive changes. Such tfests were made

in only 2 cases and in "both cases unit response probes were in hippo-

campus . Discrimination evidenced in the behavior of the experimental

unit broke down and was not restored until the animal was returned

to the high drive state of the original training. It seems possible

that this v;as due to an intrinsic relation between the visceral drives

and hropocam-oal responses.
#/.

C. The correlated behaviors, £b^ Cinematigraphie recording.

Although neither the unit analyses nor the operant behavior could

take place during periods of detectable movement or detectable muscle

artifacts, there were nevertheless subtle and undetectable movements

which accompanied or preceded many operant responses .'\ Cinematigraphie

recordings showed a slow head movement to left or right as a more or

less constant predecessor or concomitant of the "purposeful" pontine

unit behavior which occurred during acquisition periods. Even if the.

animal appeared to be standing quite :--till during the 2 sec period

iisniediately preceding a reinforced burst of units, the head movement

was nevertheless apparent in the recordings which immediately pre-

ceded the quiet period. Other times a movement which was barely

discernible to the eye and which escaped completely the mechanical

detectors appeared as the overt component of the pontine operant

response.
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When hippocampal units were conditioned, there -.rare sometimes

clear cut sniffing movements of the tip of the nose combined with •

whisker movements tliat similarly accompanied the operant responses.

However, with hippocarapal responses there were times when the animal

emitted apparently purposeful operant unit bursts without any ob-

servable overt responding.at all.

2. Curarized preparation. One animal with conditioned neurons

in hippocampus and positive reinforcement probe in anterior lateral

hypothalamus was tested for operant behavior after paralysis induced

by i.p. injection of 50 mg/kg of flaxedil. The animal had previously

been tested in a high drive condition with hypothalamic stiimilation

as reward. Clear discrimination behavior had been maintained over a

six hour period immediately preceding the flaxedil induced paralysis.

The rat was respirated through the nasal openings by means of a noee

grip respiratoz- of a type designed and made in our laboratory and

which has been used successfully in many of our experiments. The

animal was hyperventilated utilizing air mixed with 5$ carbon dioxide.

The animal with respiratory device attached was replaced in the plastic

recording cage after having been out of it for about 10 minutes during

curarization procedures. Recording and conditioning procedures had

been underway prior to the 10 inin. interruption and they were re-

S-a-stituted as soon as the animal v?as replaced in the recording cage.

The rate of the e:cperimental unit responses had fallen considerably,

and even though the visual acquisition signal was turned on the

animal showed no signs of producing the lo resp/̂ - sec. burst required
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to earn a brain stimulus reinforcement. In order to shape the operant

behavior, therefore, the burst requirement was set back first from

l6 to 2. Then after the first reinforcement it was set forward from

2 to 4j then 4 to 6 and then 6 to 8. Itaring this period the experi-

mental unit responses increased their rate about 60 fold from 32 per

minute up to 32 per second. This rate was maintained for 2 minutes

and then acquisition was terminated. During the ensuing extinction

period the rate fell again to its low, post curare level. Eight

minutes later a second acquisition test was imposed. No shaping

methods were used this time and the response rate did not rise above

chance levels. Five minutes later the animal died, death apparently

being caused by intraction of the parasympathetic influences of

anterior hypothalamic stimulation and the effects of curare. Non-

self -stimulating rats were tested repeatedly before and after the

test rat. These withstood and recovered well from the curarization

procedure. Animals are now being prepared for further curare tests.

The reinforcing electrodes in these new cases are in posterior hypo-

thalamus, where, it is hoped, reinforcing stimulation will not kill

the curarized animal.

The curarization test was considered a limited success because

(l) the reinforcement procedure caused a large increase in rate of

the hippocampal response in the paralysed animal at first and (2) when

the increment failed to appear a second time the animal vas already in

a debilitated condition preceding death. However it would require

more evidence than is yet at hand to permit a conclusion that hippo-

canpal neurons can be voluntarily controlled without recourse to

overt behavior.
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SUMMARY MD CONCLUSIONS

1. Responses composed of patterns derived from pontine and

hippocatnpal units were conditioned to occur more frequently by

regarding the animal after each occurrence of the response.

2. These patterns were readily conditioned even though de-

tectable movement and muscle artifacts are interdicted before,

during and after the response.

3- By rewarding the animals only for those responses made in

the presence of a particular stimulus, these unit patterns were

brought under the control of this discriminative stimulus.

4. When unit groups in pons became conditioned all other units

in pons gave evidence of the conditioning. Most other units followed

the conditioned response being accelerated during acquisition and ce-

celerated in extinction. But there were two cases where lateral units

were conditioned and medial units gave evidence of inverse variation.

5- No similar correlation was observed between pontine units and

units in anterior lateral hypothalaiaus.

6. When unit groups in hippocampus were conditioned many other

units in hippocampus varied directly Sad a few inversely with the

operant-induced changes in the conditioned units. However, there were

cases of independent hippocampus units which did not follow or invert

a conditioned change in the experimental unit.

7- la one case, a hippocampal unit which seemed to vary directly

with the experimental unit when hour to hour changes were considered

prior to conditioning later showed clear evidence of inverse variation

when the acquisition and extinction periods were compared after con-

ditioning was complete.
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8. Sustained -5- sec. high frequency responses constituted the

operant response. When they occurred "accidentally" during extinction

they appeared to have more stereotyped bursts and longer intervening

silent intervals than when they occurred "y.u.-posefully" during

acquisition.

9- When pontine units were conditioned, the operant response

seemed to include a movement of eyes or head which escaped the movement

detectors.

10. When hippocampal units were conditioned the operant response

sometimes included movement of nose or whiskers but sometimes there was

no obvious peripheral component of the behavior.

11. Hippocampal neurons responded in controlled fashion in mid-

conditioning prior to the emergence of the discriminated operant

response. This suggested an a priori connection between the hippocampal

responses and the feeding schedule cycles produced by the alternated

acquisition and extinction.

12. Suggesting a similar connection of some hippocampal neurons

to hunger drive was the fact that a neural response shaped under high

drive conditions with food reward could be transferred to brain reward

only if the high drive of training were maintained.

13- Preliminary evidence gave grounds for the hope that it would

eventually be possible to observe operant responses from hippocampal

neurones when the animal was paralysed with a curarizing agent.
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Figure 1. Three series of tr sec tracings; highest spikes = $00 uv.

The series on the left and that in the middle were taken at random

during an extinction period; they illustrate to some degree the un-

conditioned rate of the unit responses recorded from an experimental

probe (in this case it was probe $6 medially placed in hippocampus of

rat 1583). The series on the right was taken by a method which photo-

graphed only bursts which met the criterion of the secondary pattern

discriminator; in this case the criterion was 20 responses in a £ sec

period. The photographed burst was occurring "purposefully" during an

acquisition period. Similar bursts sometimes occurred by "accident"

during e:ctinction periods (see figure 10) but they tended to have a

somewhat different pattern. The dots above the unit responses repre-

sent the output of the primary pattern discriminator; they indicate

which spikes were counted as members of this particular unit group.

Figure 2. Photomicrograph of Weil-stained section showing the track

of a microelectrode in hippocampus. The probe penetrated through the

alveus and was lodged among the pyramidal cells of Ammons horn. This

was the experimental probe $5 which was conditioned in animal 1̂ 04.

It was implanted at 2-5 ESI lateral from the midline.

Figure 3> Typical neuron patterns recorded from one probe in hippo-

campus (probe TJ€ in rat 1588).

Figure 4. L:-ng run variability in four different hippocampal neuron

groups recorded simultaneously. The -ĵ îod of 6 hours represents
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artifact free time taken from a longer period of real time (about 12

to 20 hours in this case). In all figures and in the text the time

baseline is got by using a clock which ran continuously during quiet

periods and stopped completely during and 2 sec after periods of de-

tectable movement or artifact. The envelope represents the complete

range of variability; rates were averaged for 10 min periods: the top

point in each case represents the rate for the most active period of

an hour, the- corresponding lov point represents the rate for the

quietest period of the same hour. It should be noted that the different

curves are plotted on different ordinates and the origin is not zero in

any of the cases; low points and high points of the 6 hour curves are

noted by numbers indicating responses per minute simply to aid inspection.

All probes were in hippocampal gyrus (HPC) with laterality (L) at 1,

2.5 and 3-5 &&• from the midline as indicated. The two probes at 3-5 naa

were a twisted pair, of niicroelectrodes cut to the same depth.

Figure 5. Rates after conditioning in an experimental unit group in

pons. Acquisition scores are for the high and low 2 min acquisition

periods of an hour; extinction scores for the first 3 hours 'are for the

high and low 3 rain extinction periods of an hour. E tinction scores for

the remaining hours (k through 11) are for high and low 10 min periods

because extinction was continuous. Not only was there difference between

acquisition and extinction rates during a period of alternation but also

extinction rates were augmented during such a period.
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6- Behavior of units 6 and 7 from figure k during early phases

of discrimination training. Hatched encelopes indicate response rates

for the 2 minute acquisition periods.

Figure 7- Behavior of units 1, 6 and 7 from figure h during final phases

of discrimination training. Hatched envelopes in this case indicate

response rates for the 8 minute extinction periods (it should be noted

that this is the opposite convention as that Aited in figure 6). Also

it should be noted that the units on probe 7 which responded more rapidly

during acquisition in early stages of conditioning responded more rapidly

during extinction in the final stages of conditioning.

Figure 8. Covariation of two control unit groups in pons -with a con-

ditioned unit group in pons; variability (low to high 2 minute or'8

minute intervals) is indicated by hatching or clear rectangle at the

top of each histogram. There was no similar covariation evidenced in

the behavior of a hypothalatnic unit group shown on the right.
"* . &

Figure 9- Covariation of one control unit groups in hippocampus and

independence of a second unit group in the same structure.

Figure 10. Photographed extinction bursts. These should be compared

with correlated acquisition bursts (right hand group in figure l).

Figure 11. Inter-spike interval histograms for acquisition and extinction •

"bursts for the experimental, hippocanpal .̂ uron group of animal filk
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Figure 12. Inter-spike interval histograms for acquisition and extinction

bursts for the experimental, pons neuron group of animal $1261.

Figure 13- Photographed tracings showing rate of control (CONT) units

and experimental (EXP) units in pons. Control units made a mark on the

top channel of each tracing when a predetermined number vas reached.

E-.periaental units caused a step to occur in the second tracing imen a

predetermined number was reached, thereby converting the response rate

into the slope of a line. Criterial, high frequency patterns (BURSTS)

of the secondary pattern discriminator made narks on the lover channel

of each tracing. Different control probes in pons vere numbered 1 and

5; one control probe in anterior hypothalamus was numbered J. The ex-

perimental probe in pons was numbered 3. The "L" number for a given

pons probe indicates its distance from the midline. i Two minute

acquisition periods were alternated with 8 minute extinction periods;

the recorder and the timer ran only during periods of artifact free

tirae. Therefore the actual acquisition and extinction periods were of

longer and unknown duration.

Figure 1̂ . Photographed tracings shoving rates of control and e;:peri-

mental neuron groups in hippocampus. In "bell only" tests there was

an auditory rather than a visual discriminative stimulus, and it. vas

not sustained throughout the acquisition period. In "brain reward"

tests, aa electric stimulus in anterior lateral hypothalarnus was used

for reward rather than a food pellet. In the curare test, the animal

vas paralysed and respirated. During the acquisition period there

were very few hippocampal responses c.t the beginning. Therefore the
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animal was rewarded first for "2 bursts"] i.e., two discharges in a

V sec period; then for "4 bursts," and so on up to "8 bursts." This

produced a considerable augmentation of the hippocampal discharge

rate; in the ensuing extinction period it dropped back toward the pre-

reinforcencnt level. It did not, however, become augmented during the

second acquisition period, and shortly thereafter the animal died.

Apparently the anterior hypotnalaziic stimulation combined with the

curarization to cause death.
»

Figure 15- Acquisition and extinction rat&s for "conditioned" and

"control" units during reconditioning with brain reward. Variability

shown is the total range for each one hour period (i.e. high and low

2 tain or 3 ruin period). Points are average rates for the 6 such

periods in each hour.
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